NOTICE

Subject: Participation in March Past Ceremony of Sports Meet-2012

This is for the kind information for all the Directors/Principals of all affiliated institutes/IGIT and Deans of USS. The University is going to organize 9th Annual Sports Meet-2012. Please send their teams in inaugural ceremony to be held as per schedule:

Day and date : 09.11.2012 at 9:00 AM
Place : GGSIP University, Dwarka

Please ensure the teams of colleges/institutes come in proper dress code /sports kit with their banner and flag of the institutes. No colleges/institutes will be allowed in March Past Ceremony without proper dress code and flag.

Participation in March Past Ceremony is compulsory which will be judged by the Jury and the best March Past will be awarded in the valedictory ceremony

(C. S. Rai)
Chairman,
Core-Coordination Committee
Sports Meet-2012

Copy to:

1. Director/Principal of all Affiliated Institute of GGS Indraprastha University
2. Incharge, Server Room- with the request to upload this notice on the University Website under the link of Sports Meet-2012.